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Jena Gram - Budget Specialist

Not only is Jena AMAZING at what she does, she works tirelessly to train and support others on 
the team. I had the pleasure of working with Jena for almost a year and I learned so much from 
her. She has a special ability to be firm and hold boundaries with people when needed, while also 
giving great customer service and providing clear explanations about why the rules and 
boundaries are needed. She was also an integral part of making sure my transition to a new job 
went smoothly and the needs of ORED continued to be met during the gap. She is a real gift to our 
campus community.

Kayla Hodson - Interim Auxiliaries Maintenace Supervisor/Journeyman Painter

Daniel Urrutia - Residence Hall Assignment & Systems Coordinator

From day one Kayla has been a rockstar! Her attitude, personality and mentality have been far 
above expectations and have not wavered. She goes above and beyond in her daily duties; the 
quality of her work exceeds campus standards; she goes out of her way to help her fellow 
coworkers to make sure everyone's work is completed in a timely, efficient and quality manner. 
Kayla has recently been named interim maintenance supervisor, she has taken to her new duties 
and is excelling with very little help. Kayla is managing the maintenance team and responsibilities 
of the supervisor while still completing her painting duties, all with amazing results.

Daniel was the search chair on a recent search with Housing & Residence Life. He was great at 
keeping the search committee on track and moving applicants along in a timely manner (which is a 
struggle with everyone's busy schedule). His search documents were very thorough and detailed. 
It was a pleasure working alongside him in this search :-)
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